Jordan

- The government of Jordan has decided to close the border crossings in front of the movement of passengers except for commercial freight traffic.
- Continue allowing the movement of empty and loaded trucks to transport goods coming from border crossings with official permission for employees in that sector like truck drivers, technicians and administrative personnel.
- It was decided to allow for transit trucks to cross only with security escort from Jaber border crossing to Al Karame border crossing, from Customs passengers Ship Center to Al Omari border crossing, from Customs passengers Ship Center to Al Dorra border crossing, from Customs passengers Ship Center to Al Karame border crossing, from Customs passengers Ship Center to exchange square in Aqaba.
- It was decided to allow for transit trucks to cross only with security escort, concerning the movement and handling of goods. It was decided to stop the entry of trucks from Al Karame, Jaber and Al Omari border crossings to its final destination in the Jordanian territory. Goods will continue to flow through transforming the transport process to back to back transport.
- Stop the flow of entry and exit of trucks in Al Dourra border crossing. It will only be used for transit from and to Customs passengers Ship Center. Stop the flow of entry of foreign trucks from Customs passengers Ship Center to its final destination in the Jordanian territory. It will be transformed by the transport process to back to back transport.
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